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Large efforts are being made to study how the solar system operates, but observing
the present state doesn’t necessarily offer us a looking glass into the future. The
Ulysses satellite gave us a hint, but it was turned off when the data contradicted the
global warming doctrine.

Here we find the most critical question rooted for the future of humanity.

If we fail in recognizing the Ice Age dynamics and the Sun becomes affected by
rapidly changing conditions that cause it to go dimmer in a short time span as
Jaworowski suggests is possible, such as which might happen, then much of humanity
would be doomed as the result of our ignoring reality that leads to false predictions,
such as the current prediction that our interglacial warm period will last another
thousand years or more. In the electric universe, conditions can change rapidly. We
cannot ignore the effect that the universe is electrically powered and is antientropic in nature.

Gigantic electric discharge events have been observed high in the stratosphere, up to
100 kilometers high, feeding into the thunderclouds deep below them. The central
core and ring structure shown here, called a sprite, is typical for large-scale
discharge events. These shapes have been replicated in the laboratory. They become
rather amazing structures at high current-densities.

Theplasma physics researcher Anthony Peratt, associated with Los Alamos National
Laboratory in the USA, discovered archetypal drawings from distant times that
reflect the laboratory created plasma-discharge shapes. They appear to have been
seen in the sky, because such drawings were produced in widely separated areas of
the world.

If the recorded shapes were plasma-flow events seen in the sky, they would likely
have been seen associated with the Sun at times of great mass ejections, and they
would have stood out easily visible. The existence of these drawing suggests that the
phenomena were seen in periods of a dimmer Sun.

Normally the solar plasma flows are invisible. Against today’s bright sun they cannot
be seen in the visible light band. Plasma flows are presently just barely visible during
the relative darkness of a total solar eclipse as the one shown here, photographed by
the famous eclipse photographer Milloslav Druckmueller.

In the times of a dimmer Sun, however, and in times stronger mass-ejections, the
resulting plasma flow events would have been readily visible to the unaided eye. The
dimmer daylight would not have blotted them out, as would be the case in today’s
bright sunlight.

They phenomena were probably observed a few days prior to cataclysmic events and
were therefore recorded as significant signs to watch for. They might have been
regarded as warning signs from the gods, prior to the occurrence of massive
earthquakes. By recognizing the signs the people would have been able to seek higher
ground and avoid deadly catastrophes. The people would have has up to four days to
react.

It takes typically up to four days for plasma mass-ejections to shower the Earth.
Only a few rare eruptions have taken less time.

What the ancients saw in the sky,and primarily that they were able see such
phenomena at all with the unaided eye, adds a measure of confirmation that we will
face a dimmer world, together with a colder world, during the next 90,000 to
100,000 years, before the interglacial resumes anew. We big open question, thus is,
how dim and how cold will the Sun be during the interglacial ‘night’.

If one considers an average solar temperature in the 4000 degree range during the
glacial periods, the Sun’s energy luminance would then be roughly two-thirds of what
it is today.

In this case, the snow in the Polar Regions would no longer melt whereby the great
ice sheets would form anew. And even in the tropics, agricultural production would
happen at a lower intensity, which will likely mean that we may need substantially
more agriculture than we now have, or go directly to high-intensity indoor agriculture
with artificial sunlight.

With this kind of potentially dramatic reduction in solar radiance, enormous changes
lay before us as we enter the glaciation conditions again. While it is possible to
create new platforms for agriculture in the tropics that can function well in the
coming dimmer world, nothing will get done for as long as the world clings to
decapitated science and remains tied down until it is too late to respond to the
upcoming changing conditions.

This means that decapitated science needs to be replaced with truthful science is
the single most-important key element in the strategic defense of humanity against
the coming Ice Age Conditions, without which humanity may become extinct.

If the solar temperature drops to 3000 degrees fully self-contained indoor
agriculture with artificial sunlight and artificial environments may become a
necessity, together with artificially enhanced agriculture built afloat across the
tropics.

How cold will it get? We know from ice core samples from Greenland that the
previous glacial period had been 30 to 50 times colder than the Little Ice Age. The
little Ice Age gave us a half a degree cooling, in comparison with the 15 to 20 degree
cooling that the glaciation period had brought. But can we accurately forecast what

this means for agriculture? We probably can’t. The only safe option for the strategic
defense of humanity against the coming Ice Age would be to prepare for the utmost
possibility.

Actually it doesn’t really matter how fast the ice age transition will take the earth
back to the deep glaciation state. Ice core samples from Greenland indicated that
the previous deep transition took more than a thousand years to unfold, or several
thousand years.

The samples also tell us that the glaciation period wasn’t as stable as one would
expect, but was a period of very large temperature oscillation near the end of it,
with sudden ‘warm spikes’ that reached nearly half-way back to the interglacial level,
which then slowly dropped off in the space of 400 to 600 years.

It may well be that we will see these types of fast transitions reflected again during
the transition period that has already begun, especially if one considers that the
current interglacial epoch is significantly colder than the previous one had been.

We need to consider that the entire Pleistocene Epoch in which the ice ages unfold,
is itself getting progressively colder overall, because the two very long climate cycles
- the 62 and 144 million-year cycles - are both still moving towards their respective
low point, which overlap.

All this means that we have no actual historic data to use as yardstick for the coming
transition period. Our present situation is unique in geologic time.

However, do we really need to know how long it will take before the Earth will be 50
times colder than the Little Ice Age had been?

Our primary concern has to be to determine at what stage agriculture becomes
disabled in our northern food producing regions, and at what point the northern
hydroelectric power complexes stop operating when the snow no longer melts in the
summer.

During the Little Ice Age that corresponds to a half a degree cooling, agriculture was
so severely affected throughout Europe that 10% of the population starved to death,
and up to 30% in the northern regions. If the weakening of the Sun continues that
NASA’s Ulysses satellite had measured the beginning of, we may be in a cooling trend
towards five-times colder climates than the Little Ice Age, in fifty years time or
sooner.

So how do we react? The human response would be to start a worldwide renaissance
to develop the needed infrastructures to be able to relocate the entire northern
agriculture into the tropical regions where the new Ice Age climate cannot touch it,
regardless of how fast it may unfold.

Since there is little useful land in the tropics to absorb the vast northern
agriculture, we have no choice but to create our own ‘land’ by placing agriculture
afloat onto the tropical seas.

With large-scale floating agriculture laid down across the equator, and indoor
agriculture in the marginal zones, a rich food supply is presently possible to be
implemented for any size of population.

This is easily done with nuclear powered, automated, high-temperature industrial
process, utilizing basalt as a feedstock. In fact this will be the fastest and easiest
way to create new agriculture, and a new industrial revolution with it.

Of course, we won’t get anything done if we don’t start. And the critical start won’t
happen until truthful science reveals the urgency sufficiently so that it can be acted
on.

This critical requirements that the future places on us, render truthful science one
of the most critical moral requirements of our time. Anything less becomes a crime

against the future, because by society’s failing at the present critical stage, with the
next fifty years becoming super-critical, humanity could become extinct.

The liberation of science to truthful science needs to occur. Unfortunately, we are
far from that. There is little intention existing, and much less a commitment built on
the already recognized urgency. People still keep on lulling themselves to sleep with
the age-old song, “It won’t happen to me. It won’t happen in my time.”

The story of the airplane that turned off its engines and then jettisoned them as a
dead weight, is useful here. With the engines gone the captain lost all his controlling
power. As he faces the passengers while sipping his double Martini, he may be saying
to them, “Don’t worry, nothing will happen. Have any of you ever experienced an
airplane crash in your entire life? These things don’t happen, people. They didn’t
happen to you. And so nothing will happen this time either.” These would then have
been his last words preceding the crash.

Past the point of no return the game is lost. This is similarly true for society
experiencing the Ice Age Transition without new agriculture having been created.

The dimming of the Sun would of course also affect the world’s electric power
production in a large manner. Most hydroelectric power production would simply stop.
In China, for example, the giant Three Gorges Dam electric power complex will
quickly stop producing anything when the snow no longer melts high in the mountains.

A large portion of the feed waters of the Yangtze River system originate as meltwaters high in the Himalayan Mountains. Then, when the snow no longer melts, which
may happen quite early in the Ice Age Transition, the rivers will stop running.

Even now, power production at the Three Gorges Dam is largely a seasonal event.
Peak production is only realized briefly during the summer months, which reflects
the snow melting season. When the melting no longer happens, the power production
won’t happen either. The entire giant system then becomes a relic of industrial art.

While the power-loss along the Yangtze River can be offset with the building of 60
large nuclear reactors, it will take years to implement such a project. This means
that the future must drive the resent.

In the same manner as the Yangtze River power system will become stalled, most of
the high-northern oil production operations would cease, such as the giant Alaska
pipeline operation that provides access to the largest oil field in North America, the
Prudhoe Bay Oil Field. Likewise the Canadian oil sands operations would cease. The
sands contain as much oil as the entire world’s conventional fields combined. In like
manner the big Russian northern oil operations would cease, and so forth.

All of the high-northern projects would simply become buried in snow and be disabled
by the cold.

Ice core samples taken in Greenland tell us that the last glaciation period was 30times colder than the Little Ice Age had been. How much of it we will see during the
coming decade is anybody’s guess. It might take 50 years for the Earth to get 5times colder than the Little Ice Age had been. Or this might happen in ten years.
However, the evidence suggests that something big is building up that we have no
precedent for, which we better take note of. This means that we need to rethink
energy production on our planet.”

A major part of the evidence that a big change is happening is found in the sharp
increase in earthquakes that began when the ‘dimming’ of the Sun began that the
Ulysses spacecraft had reported. A tight connection exists between the two
phenomena.

With the Sun being surrounded by a dense field of electric plasma particles, which at
its surface power its luminance, the Sun also accumulates plasma in the never-ending
electric rain upon it. With the plasma particles being 100,000-times smaller than all
atoms are, the Sun absorbs vast quantities of plasma in the form of protons.
However protons have a positive electric charge by which they repel each other. The
repulsion establishes a limit to the plasma density that the Sun can absorb. The limit
is determined by the external, incoming, plasma pressure. When this external
pressure weakens, whereby the Sun also becomes dimmer, the internal pressure can
no longer be contained and becomes vented into space in the form of erupting coronal
mass ejections.

While mass ejections are a means for the Sun to maintain its plasma-pressure
equilibrium, the mass-ejections tend to increase when the external pressure is
sharply reduced, as Ulysses saw the beginning of. For us on earth, this means that
the earthquakes are increasing.

Solar mass-ejections are plasma showers erupting on a scale that dwarves our earth.
If parts of these showers hit our earth they accumulate in the ground at whatever
depths they can penetrate to. There, deep in the ground, the same electric pressure
builds up that had ejected the plasma particles from the Sun in the first place.

The solar plasma ‘pressure’ flowing into the Earth causes correspondingly large
electric stress phenomena to build up in the ground, by the electric force that is 36
orders of magnitude stronger than gravity. Large electric stress explosions can
occur, resulting in large earthquakes and related events, and a sharp increase of the
number of the events as the Ice Age Transition unfolds.

A sharp increase in earthquakes began in the year 2000, with increases from 14-fold
to 72-fold over the historic average going back 200 to 1300 years.

Earthquakes in the USA, before 2000: 47 in 337 years. After 2000: 20 in 12 years.
A 14-fold increase.

Earthquakes in China, before 2000: 20 in 710 years. After 2000: 9 in 12 years. A 28fold increase.

Earthquakes in Iran, before 2000: 23 in 1144 years. After 2000: 9 in 12 years. A 40fold increase.

Earthquakes in Japan, before 2000: 27 in 1316 years. After 2000: 15 in 12 years. A
68-fold increase.

Earthquakes in Indonesia, before 2000: 11 in 203 years. After 2000: 43 in 12 years.
A 72-fold increase.

The actual rate of increase is likely less than shown as the historic number of
earthquakes recorded is probably incomplete.

And even in the weaker sun, the number of earthquakes is increasing with the
downturn of the solar activity cycle. In the USA the number of earthquakes per year
doubled during the timeframe in which the weakening of the Sun began.

Since a sharp increase in the number of earthquakes has occurred, coincident with
the Sun is getting weaker, for which no end appears in sight, we face the task to
prepare our world for the continuing increase in earthquake activity. The strategic
defense of humanity, thus, becomes ever more necessary as we enter deeper into the
coming Ice Age Transition that appears to be already at its beginning stage.

The sharp increase in earthquakes that has been experienced since Ulysses observed
the weakening of the Sun may well be the most measurable precursor that we can get
that a major astrophysical transition is in progress that matches what is known about
the dynamics of Ice Age transition.

As I said, that when the situation arises that the external plasma pressure around a
sun is weaker than the internal pressure, which results in a weaker sun, a portion of
the internal pressure is vented into space in the form of explosive mass ejections
until a lower equilibrium is established. This a natural process in the solar dynamics,
and a critical one for any sun, because if these ejections didn’t occur, the sun would
eventually explode by the built-up electric stress. Such electric stress explosions
actually do happen, though only extremely rarely.

It is highly likely that the famous super-nova events are rare, extreme events of this
type of explosive electric stress fracturing. Such events would happen when
enormously large plasma pressure bears down on a star, so that the internal electric
stress pressure overpowers the gravity of the star. The Crab Nebula may have
resulted from such a process of electric stress explosion. The Crab Nebula is known
to be a hotbed of intense electric activities. The Crab’s remarkable, combined
luminance is 70,000-times greater than the luminance of our Sun.

In lesser cases, when extreme plasma pressures build up in a star, with corresponding
great electric stress inside the star, the over-stressed star merely splits apart into
binary, triple, or quadruple star systems. The resulting electric stress division
appears to be not uncommon among stars to the point that astronomers now suggest
that single star systems, like our own solar system, might actually be the minority in
the galaxies, or at least in our galaxy.

Large coronal mass ejections are therefore healthy for a sun. They occur at their
largest when the electric environment around a sun becomes weaker, so that a lower
equilibrium needs to be established, as in the case of our Sun during an Ice Age
transition period. During the weakening phase the Sun will vent, or eject, large
portions of its built-up mass in the form of large solar fairs.

While even the most gigantic of these resulting large mass-ejection events are
nevertheless ‘small’ events in the larger context of stellar dynamics, they are large
enough to cause enormous effects on earth where the electric force builds up with
evermore solar flairs hitting the Earth whereby the ejected storms of solar protons
cut deep into the ground. As a result enormous electric stress-forces exist in the
ground. When a major solar flair adds another shower to this background, may be the
straw that breaks the camel’s back.

Most earthquakes thereby appear to be the triggered by electric stress phenomena
that in some cases occur over large areas.

Closely timed relationships have become evident between increases in earthquakes
and the weakening of the Sun that the Ulysses satellite had measured.

The strategic defense of humanity from the coming Ice Age Transition, therefore
needs to focus on the earthquake factor as also a major factor for the immediate
time ahead, because the dynamics involved suggest that we haven’t seen anything yet
on this front. If the current increase in earthquakes and volcanism is an indication of
things to come, we evidently need to reconsider the way we build cities and
infrastructures, and power-generating systems.

Enormously tall dams have been build, some twice as tall as the great pyramid in
Egypt, holding back enormous volumes of water. How vulnerable will they be in our
world of rapidly increasing earthquakes? Indeed, how vulnerable will our tall cities
be? We have no historic data about what to expect in earthquake activity during the
transition period as the Sun is becoming weaker. The last such period was over
100,000 years ago. The modern decapitated science prevents these questions from
being asked, while the little that we already see speaks volumes in spite of blindness
imposed by decapitated science.

The linkage between solar mass ejections and earthquakes is graphically evident in
the records produced by the Induction Magnetometer in Gakona Alaska that is the
most sensitive instrument of its type in the world. It registered some enormously
intense, extremely low-frequency inductions just prior to the big Earthquake in Haiti
in 2010.

Likewise, prior to the giant earthquake in Japan in 2011, the same induction, only
larger this time, were seen again for several hours leading up to the earthquake
catastrophe. These two events, linked with the weakening of the Sun that is just in
its faintest beginning, ‘scream’ to us that we haven’t seen anything yet. However,
this, which we have not yet seen, is what we need to prepare for.

It is interesting to note in this context that 5 great historic mass-extinction events
occurred at or near major, and at times gigantic, temperature downswings. These
would be times of the Sun venting plasma in a big way to establish its plasma pressure
equilibrium. Consequently these would be times of enormous electric stress in the
crust of the earth, with correspondingly large earthquakes and massive volcanic
activity, accompanied by a buildup of enormous electric potential between the ground
and the ionosphere that may have resulted in electric discharge events of gigantic
proportions, as could have ripped open the mantle of the Earth to cause the immense
flood basalt eruption that have occurred during the extinction timeframes, that
could also have excavated the craters that are often deemed to be impact craters,
rather than discharge craters, like the Chicxulub crater in Mexico.

It has been suggested by researchers familiar with electric discharge ‘machining’
that the Grand Canyon was evidently excavated by a single electric discharge event,
and by a minor one comparatively. All the expected eclectic features are present in
the canyon’s features.

While the coming Ice Age transition promises to be minuscule in comparison, we
should nevertheless anticipate unprecedented volcanism and earthquakes, whatever
this might mean.

The huge task of creating an Ice Age Renaissance on the needed scale for the
strategic defense of mankind, literally demands us to develop our inner resources as
human beings to levels not yet imagined, in order to meet the challenge the universe
presents to us.

Sure, the challenge can be met physically, technologically, and economically in a
decapitated world, but will we do it? This is a spiritual and cultural question. Can
society break away from its empire dream of sealing riches from one another that
develops poverty and impotence? The Ice Age Challenge should help us out of this
dream as the needs for the future should jolt us to attention.

It is tempting to say in the current impoverished dream state that the worlddevelopment project cannot be carried out, because we don’t have the energy
resources to do it. This is true indeed in a decapitated world, but not in the real
world. In the real world we have infinite energy resources laying at our feet
unacknowledged and unused.

The same electric energy that powers the Sun electrically is also available to us on
earth, by the same process, though with lesser intensity. NASA has photographed
vast electric energy streams encircling the earth in the ionosphere, which we can tap
into.

We have observed the same two energy bands on the Sun for decades. We see the
two bands of electric concentration overlaying the high-intensity background in spite
of the Sun’s intense luminosity.

We see the same process on the Earth that we see on the Sun. The Earth is rich with
electric energy.

Right now cosmic energy powers only the hurricanes and tornados, all the world’s
lightning, and sundry planetary services such as the rotation of the earth and its
magnetic field.

There is enough energy in this system to power all of humanity’s puny needs for an
infinite future for all times to come. An anti-entropic energy resource can never be
depleted. It is a part of a system that becomes more energetic the more it is used.
We will begin to experience this deeply inherent power at the moment we lay
decapitated science aside and develop truthful science. For this humanity needs to
cancel the existence of empire, the greatest crime against the future that has ever
been perpetrated, which imposed the decapitation through the channels of its
numerous ‘royal’ societies.

Empire and decapitation is one, and this one is the most-nearly-infinite crime against
the future.

Empire is a system that wages war on humanity on all possible fronts: in economy,
finance, politics, and science. It destroys, steals, murders, decapitates, and even
demands depopulation. It presently steals from society in ever-greater bursts of
madness and financial trickery, which, to keep the process going, legalizes the crime
itself in order that the crime won’t be arrested, whereby empire continues to be able
to exist.

This is what illustration B is all about.

The chart illustrates the functioning of the system of empire, a monetarist-empire, a
vast empire of private money estates that exist typically for the single purpose of
looting evermore wealth from society. The result is a process of economic
decapitation. The decapitation of finance and politics are but auxiliaries for it,
together with the decapitation of science.

It all comes together at the one fundamental point where nothing rests on universal
principles that confer power, where nothing works anymore, where humanity is about
to collide with reality. This point is the abyss, a trap, a dead end.

Since the empire’s wealth is stolen, instead of having been created by it, empire has
extracted from the golden goose the very power that has made the golden goose
creative and productive, which is the physical economy of society, where all real
wealth is produced. However, by this process the stolen loot becomes itself
meaningless, which is a claim against what the golden goose creates and produces
that increasingly adds up to zero.

That’s where we stand today. Illustration B describes the current empire-world
system, a decapitated system, a system of thievery that has collapsed the world and
itself with it to the point of the near disintegration of everything. All the wars that
were ever fought, and those presently threatened against Iran, Syria, North Korea,
and so on, and ultimately against Russia, China, and India, have at their root the
looting system that empire requires to draw evermore fresh blood that it pours into
the corpse of its system that is already dead, which nothing in the world can revive.

Illustration A presents the opposite. It illustrates the functioning of natural
economics, the real wealth-creating platform, a development platform on which
society truly becomes rich in living to the point that the concept of wealth no longer
has any meaning. On this platform a nation creates itself whatever financial credits
are needed to produce the infrastructures for its living, and to develop them in the
most efficient manner possible.

These infrastructures include farming, housing, transportation, industries, health
care, education, culture. These are the engines for creating a richer and fulfilling life
as they produce the richest renaissance of all times, a renaissance so powerfully
creative and productive that we can snub the Ice Age with it and say to it, where is
your sting?

The illustration A illustrates the original American System of economics. It was
pioneered before the USA was even thought of, back in the mid-1600s in the days of
the Bay Colony of Massachusetts. The colonists needed to build an iron works for

making farm equipment. Instead of begging from the money bags of the English King,
they issued a credit to themselves in the form of scrip that became their money for
building the iron works. The scrip became valuable by the products that were
produced and by the richer farming that was thereby enabled.

This illustrates the future of humanity, the credit system, meaning, a system free of
empire, a full-blooded non-decapitated economic system. Credit may take different
forms, but it will always be credit in principle.

The best illustration of the nature of economics is of course found in the operation
of the Universe itself, where economics is a process of dynamics.

Let me present to you the humble hydrogen atom, the smallest atom in the Universe.
It has at its center a single proton that serves as it nucleus, which is surrounded by a

single electron that is itself a thousand times smaller than the proton. The two parts
carry a complementary electric charge whereby they attract each other by the
electric force. However, they cannot collide, because at very close distances the two
particles repel each other by another principle. In this dynamic interplay the
electron, which has 50 times less mass than the proton, is drawn into an endless
dance around the proton that is forming a shell defined by this dance.

What results form this is significant. The shell created by the dance gives the atom
its shape, and the shape of it, in this case of the hydrogen atom, is 65,000 times
larger than the sum of the two parts that construct it. That’s the nature of the type
of economic process that the universe is built with.

The universe uses two tiny basic particles and invests a significant amount of energy
into its productive process to get the dynamic dance started. Once the resulting
construct is produced by the interplay of energy and creative principles, the
resulting product is 65,000 times larger than its parts. This is the nature of the
universe’s basic economic gain.

In order to illustrate to yourself how big this gain is, which cannot be drawn in scale,
I invite you to compare the single proton that is at the center of the hydrogen atom,
with a large grapefruit. Its minuscule dance partner, the electron that swirls around
it, which is a thousand times smaller, would on this scale be comparable to a grain of
table salt. On this scale the real nature of economics comes to light, because the
shell that becomes defined by the dance of the grain of table salt would be
comparable in size, on this scale, to Mt. Everest, the tallest mountain on earth.

That’s an amazing economic gain. The Universe uses two particles comparable to a
grapefruit and a grain of salt and creates a dynamic construct with it that is
comparable to Mount Everest. This amazing creative process is the process of real
economics with which the entire visible universe literally ‘produced.’

While we are still a long way off in matching the Universe in its economic gain, the
principle is nevertheless the same in our case, and we are progressing along this line.
The new industrial revolution that the use basalt would bring about in automated
high-temperature industrial processes, would for example make free universal highquality housing possible that would so uplift the living condition of society that a
broad-based intellectual renaissance would unfold the would uplift civilization to a
completely new levels in powers of its self-development and expression. The credit
put into this system might well result in a 65,000-fold gain for society. The gain
thereby becomes so huge that the concept of credit becomes disassociated from the
concept of repayment. The ‘repayment’ then is found in the value of what is
produced.

The comparison that is presented here is intended to open the door to understanding
the principle of created value.

The outcome of the dynamics of the creative process is the value of it.

If no energy was invested in the ‘economic’ process of the Universe, for its atom
building, not a single atom would exist, and consequently the universe that we behold
would not exist. This means that the universe that resulted from the creative
process is of immense value that is defined by its existence, because without it the
cosmos would be an empty void.

The created value is therefore as immense as the value of the Universe itself,
because nothing would exists without the energy and the principles being invested
into the creative process that produces a product of value. In this context the
universe is a product of great value. Its existence is its value.

Of course, this simple creative process isn’t quite enough for the Universe to
express its vast potential. Creating hydrogen atoms would be enough to create a sun.
Every sun is deemed to be giant ball of hydrogen. Also a few of the gas giants of the
outer planets of our solar system would exist, which are largely made up of hydrogen.
However, if this was all there was, the Universe would a dull place.

Naturally the Universe didn’t stop its ‘economic’ process with building merely
hydrogen atoms. It created higher-level principles, which ‘invested’ into its economic
process, enabled the production of an impressive array of larger atoms. More than a
hundred different types of atoms have been created thereby. With these, the
Universe created itself a qualitative uplift in expression, with a corresponding uplift
in value.

Still, the Universe didn’t leave it with that. It created itself still more high-level

principles, which it ‘invested’ into its economic process, that thereby expanded in
leaps and bounds. The Universe did this in the form of creating principles for joining
the basic atoms into molecules that form vast chains of atoms all strung together
into a wide variety or evermore complex arrangements.

With these added principles ‘invested’ into the process, the quality of the Universe
became immensely expanded. The added principles enabled a near infinite uplift of
the diversity, complexity, and creative freedom of the Universe itself.

The uplift is of course reflected in the effective value of the thereby created
Universe. The resulting value is thereby correspondingly increased. It is reflected in
the infinite variety of worlds upon worlds that came to be, which would otherwise not
exist.

With the process further expanded, with still more higher-order principles becoming
‘invested’ in the ‘economic’ process of the Universe, life was enabled to unfolds. The
produced result added still another increment of value to the ‘economic’ product that
the Universe itself is.

The resulting miracle of value that we call life, gives the economic process a near
infinite value. The resulting value is immensely great, because any world without life
in it is a dull and drab place.

The Universe appears to be designed to ‘invest’ evermore of itself in terms of energy
and principles to always advance its creative potential. It ‘invests’ immensely on this
platform, and gains immense value by doing so. It keeps on investing in itself, in its
creative process, whereby it gains ever-greater value without any limits in sight. We
ourselves are evidence of that.

We may see ourselves as standing at the pinnacle of the creative process of life,
while in real terms we represent but another unfolding step on the creative scale.

Humanity has become a creator in itself, a creator of culture, music, technologies,
science, art, literature. The human being has thereby become the supreme product
of the Universe, and an economic producer of value itself. Nothing is greater, and is
of greater value, than the human being in the Universe for as far as we have been
able to explore it.

Humanity has by its very being and its own economic and cultural self-development
accelerated and expanded the creative economic process of the Universe.

Without the human being becoming active in the Universe, the Earth could have spun
on its axis for ten more billions of years, and what you see here before you would not
have been created to exist. But with the human being added to the economic process,
the ‘miracle’ that you see before you has been created by humanity with relative ease
by the simple investment of a few years of work, a few resources, and a bill of

financial credit to get the job done.

Since the human being is a product of great value, it is inherent in the human
economic process to nurture and protect its value by creating evermore resources
for its living. The human being is evidently the greatest asset that a society has. It
becomes a form of extreme waste therefore, not to protect, develop, and nurture
this asset that is of such great value in itself for its scientific, technological, and
productive potential.

Unemployment, poverty, slum living, sickness, poor education, decapitated science are
all examples of an extreme criminal waste of the human potential that is blocking,
even now, the renaissance that humanity would otherwise have created for itself.

It is a crime against the future to let the greatest item of value that a society has,
to diminish and not to protect it against the New Ice Age that is already on the
horizon for which the transition has already begun.

In order to meet its needs for protecting and developing itself, to have a future,
society needs to give itself the financial credits to enable its creative and productive
power to becoming realized. For this it needs to develop high quality housing,
accessible to all with no strings attached, and high quality education, science,
healthcare, technologies, and industries.
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